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1. INTRODUCTION 
=1 commutative semigroup is called archimedean if every element divides a 
positive integer power of each other element. An N-semigroup is one of four 
possible types of archimedean semigroups. Chrislock [l] extends the notion of 
archjmedeanness to noncommutative semigroups. An N*-semigroup is a 
noncommutative archimedean semigroup that can be thought of as a gen- 
eralization of an N-semigroup. A basic reference on N-semigroups is [5]. 
Let F = {S a : u E R} be a disjoint family of semigroups. F has a right zero 
union, if there exists a semigroup T that is a disjoint union of the S, , where 
each S, is a left ideal of T. Thus, T is homomorphic onto the right zero 
semigroup R by mapping each S, to 01. It will be shown that an N*-semigroup 
is a right zero union of N-semigroups and conversely. 
Section 2 can be thought of as preliminary material. Section 3 examines 
right zero unions of N-semigroups. It will be shown in that section that 
a right zero union of N-semigroups is isomorphic to a subdirect product of an 
,V-semigroup and a right zero semigroup. Conversely, any such subdirect 
product is a right zero union of N-semigroups. Section 4 proves, biter alia, 
the equivalence of the two concepts N*-semigroups and right zero unions 
of N-semigroups. An N-semigroup has a representation involving an abelian 
group G and a function I defined on G x G. Similarly, an N*-semigroup has 
a representation with an abelian right group H (if H = G x R then G is 
abelian) and an I* function defined on H x H. Section 4 will examine I* 
functions, and will conclude with a method for constructing them. 
Omitted proofs can be found in [4]. A g eneral reference to semigroup 
theory is [3]. The study of right zero unions is a special case of the study of 
“bands of semigroups.” 
X Most of the material of this paper was taken from the author’s Ph.D. thesis, 
Cniversit?; of California, Davis. This work wvas done under the auspices of the U.S. 
.Atomic Energy Commission. 
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2. I\‘-SIQVIGROUPS .4ND THEIR IDEAL5 
This section gives background material on N-semigroups, their standard 
representation as well as their generalized representation. Generalized 
representations arise in studying ideals of N-semigroups, and ideals will be 
of central importance for right zero unions of ,!I;-semigroups, or N*-semi- 
groups. 
DEFIsITION 2.1. A commutative cancellative archimedean semigroup 
without idempotents is called an N-semigroup. 
DEFISITION 2.2 (Axioms for the standard index function). Let G be an 
abelian group, and let I be a function from G >: G into the nonnegative 
integers which satisfies the following conditions. 
(1) I(s, y) = I( y, x) for all s, y E G. 
(2) I(s, J) -+ 1(x4’, Z) 2 1(x, ye) + I(y, z), for all X, J, z t G. 
(3) For any x E G, there exists a positive integer m, usually dependent 
on X, such that 1(x, P) > 0. 
(4) For any x E G, I(e, X) ~- I, where e is the identity of G. 
The function I will be called a standard index function defined on G. 
THEOREM 2.3 [5] (Standard representation). Let A7 be the nonnegative 
integers, and let I be a standard index function defined on an abelian group G. 
Let S AT \: G with the following binary operation: (n, x)(m, y) _ 
(n i- m ” I(s, ?;), xy). Then S is an N-semigroup and every N-semigroup has 
such a representatio?L. 
DEFIiWTIOx 2.4. Let G be an abelian group, and let 1’ be a function from 
G :T G into the nonnegative integers which satisfies (l)-(3) of 2.2. The 
function I’ will be called a generalized index function. 
X-semigroups may have a generalized FepresentatiorL similar to the one 
given in 2.3 except that a generalized index function will be used. In particular, 
an ideal of an ,V-semigroup will have such representations, where one notes 
that an ideal of an N-semigroup is an N-semigroup. 
DEFIXITION 2.5 (Ideal functions). Let S be an i\i-semigroup with general- 
ized representation (G, I’). A function 4, from G into the nonnegative integers 
will be called an ideal function relative to (G, I’) if a(,~) -!- I’(s, ~9) ‘.> 4(q) 
for all s, J’ E G. 
The following theorem motivates the concept of ideal function. 
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THEOREM 2.6 [4]. Let S be an N-semigroup with generalized representation 
(G, I’). Let K be the set of all ideals of S, and let H be the set of all ideal functions 
relative to (G, I’). The following hold: 
(1) For JE K, the function on G defined by 4(x) = min{n: (n, x) E j)- 
is in H. 
(2) The map f from K to Hgiven by (l)( f (J) == $) is onto. 
(3) If (G, I’) is a standard representation, then f is one to one. 
Simple examples [4] show an N-semigroup with generalized representation 
where the correspondence between ideals and ideal functions is not one to 
one. 
The final theorem gives a generalized representation of any ideal of an 
S-semigroup S relative to a standard representation of 5’. It will be used 
heavily throughout the paper. 
'~HEOREJJ 2.7[4]. Let S be an N-semigroup with standard representation 
(G, I), rind let J be an ideal of S. Then J, as an n’-semigroup, has generalized 
representation (G, I’), where I’ is defined by: 
and zchere + is the ideal function relative to (G, I) associated with J. I’ is a 
standard index function if and onbl ;f (0, e) E J. 
3. RIGHT ZERO UNIONS OF iLT-SEMIGROUPS 
The theorems of this section depend upon the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1 [4]. Let S be an N-semigroup and let T(S) be the semigroup of 
translations on S. Then T(S) is a commutative cancellative semigroup with 
esnrtl~~ one idempotent, the identity map. T(S) has at least two archimedean 
components, T l(S), the component containing the inner translations, and T2(S), 
the component containing the identity map. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let S be a commutative cancellative semigroup that is a union 
of lV-semigroups, where each ,V-semigroup of the union is an ideal of S. Then 
S is an :Y-semigroup. 
Theorem 3.3, which follows, will not be proved in this paper; a complete 
proof can be found in [4]. For purposes of clarity the statement of 3.3 has been 
modified from the original theorem found in [4]. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let F .m- (S, : 01 E R) be a disjoint family of N-semigroups. 
A necessary and su#icient condition for F to form a right zero union of the S, 
is that for some 01,, f R there exists a family of injections (fN : F E R)(isomorphisms 
into) satisfying the following: 
(1) f/i : s, + W&“)! for each /3 t R. 
(4 f,(S,)fo(So) Cf,(S,) nfa(SB), for all Y, 13 E R. 
In fact, if the abooe statement holds for some q, E R, then it holds for all 
a0 E R[4]. 
The remaining theorems of this section give us different descriptions of 
the same object, namely a right zero union of AT-semigroups. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let F = [S, : a: E R] be u disjoint family of A’-semigroups 
and let S be a right zero union of the S, . Then S is a subdirect product of I’ v R, 
where I; is an AT-semigroup and R is a right zero semigroup. Every subdirect 
product of an X-semigroup and a right zero semigroup is a right zero union of 
N-semigroups. 
Proof. By 3.3 there is an a,, c; R and a family of injections [f,r : p E RI, 
where f,T : SrB + Tl(S,o) for each /3~ R. Let I- = ufu(Sl,), PER. By (2) 
of 3.3 it follows that I’ is a subsemigroup of Tl(S& By 3.1, Ti is a com- 
mutative cancellative semigroup without idempotents. ilgain by (2) of 3.3, it 
follows thatf,(SJ is an ideal of V for each CL E R By 3.2 I/ is an N-semigroup. 
The binary operation on S is given by s, 0 s,~ =- f;‘( fn(sa) fB(sI?)), where 
s, t s, ) so t s, . Let Iz be the map from S = lJ S, , 01 E R, into I’ Y R given 
by k(s,) =- ( fh(sb), 01), s, E S. It is easily checked that k is an isomorphism 
into and that k(S) is a subdirect product of I: x R, where R is considered as 
a right zero semigroup. Thus, 5’ is a subdirect product of I- x R. 
Suppose T is a subdirect product of an N-semigroup Ii and a right zero 
semigroup R. For each 01 E R, let S, -== {(x, /3) E T : /3 == IX>. Easily, each S, 
may be thought of as an ideal of I’, and as such an ,V-semigroup. Thus, 
T I= U S, , pi E R, is a right zero union of N-semigroups. Q.E.D. 
Let S be a right zero union of S, , 0: t R, where each S, is an N-semigroup. 
As was seen in the proof of 3.4 there exists an N-semigroup r for which each 
S, is an ideal. Let (G, I) be a standard representation of I’. By 2.7 each S, has a 
generalized representation (G, I,‘) with ideal function 4% associated to I. 
Theorem 3.5 relates to these ideas. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let F = (S,> : cx E Rj be a disjoint family of N-semigroups. 
iz necessary and su$icient condition for F to be a right zero union of the S,, is 
that there eaists a standard index function I, a family of generalized index 
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functions {Ia’: 01 E R), all dejined on an abelian group G, and a farnib (4, : o( E R) 
of functionsfrom G to the nonnegative integers that satisfy: 
(1) For a: E R, (G, I,‘) is a generalized representation of S, . 
(2) For a E R, I&‘(%, y) = 1(x, y) t &(x) + +L(Y) - qL(.lc?i), x, y E G. 
(3) For a: E R, &‘(s, y) 2 4,(y), x, y E G. 
Proof. Let S be the N-semigroup with representation (G, I), and assume 
conditions (l)-(3). For each CY E R, let fm be a map from S, into S defined by 
f,(n, .x) mu; (n + C&(X), x). It can be shown that fa is an injection, and that 
f=(,SJ is an ideal of S. Let b’ = lJ fJS,J, a E R. As in 3.4, V is an N-semi- 
group, and F has a right zero union, 
To prove the other direction, let F be a right zero union of the SE. Associated 
with the right zero union is an N-semigroup V (again as in 3.4) which is a 
union of the S, , where each S, is an ideal of V. Let V have standard represen- 
tation (G, I). Using 2.7, let each S, have generalized representation (G, I,‘) 
with ideal function CJ. . Property (2) f o 11 ows from 2.7, and (3) follows by using 
(2) and 2.5. QED. 
4. N*-sE*IIOROUPS 
This section will show that the concept of an N*-semigroup is equivalent 
to the concept of a right zero union of N-semigroups. N*-semigroups have 
representations (H, IV) similar to representations of N-semigroups. This 
section also examines the anatomy of I* functions. 
DEFIKITION 4.1. A semigroup S will be called archimedean if for each a, 
b E S there exist positive integers m, n and elements X, J’, z, w E S such that 
a’1 = x+0?! and 6”’ = waz. 
It is noted [l] that if S is commutative then 4.1 is equivalent to the standard 
definition of archimedeanness. Thus, 4.1 extends the class of commutative 
archimedean semigroups into the class of noncommutativ-e semigroups. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A semigroup S that is medial (wxyz == zuyxz, for all 
zc, X, y, z E S), left cancellative, archimedean (4.1), and without idempotents 
is called an N*-semigroup. 
The analogy is noted in 4.2 with the definition of an A’-semigroup, mediality 
replaces commutativity, left cancellativity replaces cancellativity, archi- 
medeanness (4.1) replaces the standard notion. It is perhaps surprising that 
analogous representations exist. 
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DEFINITION 4.3 [I] (Axioms of the P index function). Let H be an abelian 
right group (H is the direct product of an abelian group and a right zero 
semigroup). Let I* bc a function from H v H into the nonnegative integers 
that satisfies: 
(1) IX(y, 2) $ I*+, yz) = I*@, J) -a- I*(&!, z) == I”(y, x) + I’( J’S, z), 
for all X, ~9, N” E H. 
(2) For each x E Ii there exists a positive integer tn (depending on X) 
such that I*(.P, X) > 0. 
(3) There is a left identity e, : (e, a,,) in H such that P(e,, , e,,) I. 
I* will be called an index function on H. 
THEOREM 4.4. [l] (Representation of n;*). Let H be a right abelian group 
with index function I*. Let N be the nonnegative integers, and let S :m: N x H 
with the following binary operation: (n, x)(m, y) =-- (n + m + I”(s, J), xy). 
Then S is an AVi”-semigroup, and ever? A’“- semigroup has such a representation. 
LEMMA 4.5. [l]. Let Ix be dejked on H G v R, and let e be the identit? 
of G. For any u E R, I*((e, N), (.x, p)) z~ I*((e, a), (e, a)), where (.Y, /l) is an 
arbitraqq member of II. 
The following two theorems will prove that the concepts of N”-semigroups 
and right zero unions of nT-semigroups are equivalent. 
THEOKERI 4.6. *kiln I\‘“-semigroup is a right zero union of AT-semigroups. 
Proof. Let 5’ be an nT*-semigroup with representation (H, I”), where 
H :- G ,: R. For each N E R, let S, {(n, (g, ,8)) E S : p = CX>. It is not 
hard to prove that each SW is a left ideal of S, and that each S, is an :V-semi- 
group. Thus S is a right zero union of the S, . QED. 
‘THEOREM 4.7. A right zero union of ,V-semigroups is an N*-semigroup. 
Proof. Let F .:I {S, : a E R) be a disjoint family of X-semigroups having 
a right zero union S. It will be proved that S is archimedean. The remainder 
of the proof follows directly from 3.4. 
Let a G S, , b E S, , and let c :-= ba E S, . Since S, is archimedean in the 
standard sense, there are an m and d E S, such that a’” = dc = dba. Similarly 
one can find n and f such that b’” =m fab. QED. 
The next results study the structure of 1” functions. 
DEFINITION 4.8 (-ksociated functions). Let 1” be an index function 
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defined on H = G x R, and let N be the nonnegative integers. Define the 
following: 
(1) For a: E R define 1,’ by &‘(x, y) = .Z*((x, 01), (y, a)), and let K = 
{Ia’ : a E R}. 
(2) For a, /3 E R, define & from G to N by &,(x) = I*((x, OI), (e, p)), 
where e is the identity of G. Let iU’ = {& : LY, p E R). 
(3) Let 4 be a function from G to N. Define $* to be a function from 
G x G to the integers by 
4*(x, Y) = $49 -t 4(Y) - ?GY), 
K, M, and ;1Z* are called the families of associated functions of an I* 
function. 
It is not hard to prove that the members of K are generalized index func- 
tions defined on G. 
DEFINITION 4.9. Let I* be defined on G x R. For each 01 E R define 
fa = I*((e, 01), (e, m)). By 4.8, fa = Iw’(e, e). 
Theorem 4.10 derives certain relationships between members of the 
associated families of an I* function. Theorem 4.11 will be the converse of 
4.10. It will say that if the relations are satisfied that we can construct an 1* 
function. Theorem 4.12 considers the uniqueness of I* functions, Proof of 
4.11 and 4.12 can be found in [4]. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let I* be dejined on G :< R. For any a, p E R the following 
hold with respect to 4.8: 
(1) I,s’(x, Y) = Ia’@, Y> + 4,*,(x, v) - fa , x, Y E G. 
(2) As is a boundedfunction from G into the nonnegative integers. 
(3) I,‘&, y) 1 &a(x) - fa ;z 0, x, y E G. 
Proof. Let a = (x, ,k?), b = (e, N), c -= (y, a) in 4.3. Changing notation 
and using 4.5 one has: 
(a) 1*((.r, p), (y, a)) =-= 1,‘(.3^, y) + ‘bBu(X) - fy . Since I* is nonnegative, 
(3) is proved. 
Xow let a = (x, /3), b == (y, CY.) c = (e, u). One has: 
(b) I*((& PL (Y> 4) =- 43’(x, Y) + 4&Y) - 4&). 
Eliminate 1” from (a) and (b) and use 4.8 to prove (1). 
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Let a = (x, OC), b -m: (e, J3), c --_ (e, E). lising 4.5 one has: 
Xow (2) is proved by noting that 4%” and drib are nonnegative, and that f,i 
and fn are constants. QED. 
THEOREM 4.11. Let II = G x R be a right abelian group, and let J 
{I&’ : (Y E R} be a family of generalized index functions defined on G such that 
for some a(0 E R, IL, is a standard index function. I,et L -: {dUs : a, J3 E R be a 
family of functions from G into the nonnegative integers. &&sume tlvat J and 
I, satisfy (l)-(3) of 4. IO. Then II has an I* function g&en by: 
P((x, a), (y, P)) = I,9’(.x, v) - &&9 -- fa 
If A- and M are the associated families of I” then k- : J and :\I L in that 
I”((s, a), (Y, a)) = L’(x, .Y) and y&(~) = I*((x, a), (e, P)). 
THEOREM 4.12. Let (I,’ : 01 E R) be a favnily of generalized index functions 
defined on an abelian group G. If an I* function exists such that 
I*((% 4, (y, 4) = I,‘(& y), for all n E R, x, ~1 E G, 
then it is unique. 
The final theorem of this paper tells how to construct all I* functions and 
hence, all A:*-semigroups. It is closely related to 3.5. Length dictates that the 
full proof shall not be given. 
THEOREM 4.13. Let S be an A\‘-semigroup, and let S ~= (J Jm , 01 E R, be a 
union of ideals. Let (G, I) be a standard representation of S, and for each cx E R, 
let (G, I,‘) be a generalized representation of J, with ideal function 4% 
For each OL, /3 E R define &e 13~: 
where f,* ~~~ I,j’(e, e), x E G. Let J -~: (I,’ : O( E RI-, and let L = {+no : 01, /3 E R), 
then J and L satisf~~ the conditions in 4.1 I. Conaersel?,, all families that satisfjt 
4.11 are deriaed in this way. 
Proof. Since (G, I) is a standard representation there exists CY,, t R such 
that I& mm I [5]. By 2.7, for 01, /3 E R one has: 
I,?’ ~~- $A** -: I,,’ -- d,, -: IL,, -= I. 
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where notation is obvious. Easily, $,* == &* - (bu” +fO, from which (1) 
of 4.1 I follows. 
To prove q& is nonnegative, note thatf, = &‘(e, e) = I(e, e) + $a*(e, e) = 
1 + q&(e). By 2.5, q&(e) + I(e, X) = &(e) + 1 3 &(x), for x E G. Thus, 
fa - c+$ 2 0, and now easily & is nonnegative. Note now that: 
d, a0 -t h? = for + fb 
Since Coo , c&, are nonnegative, we have & < fa +fO , or (2) of 4.11 is proved. 
Finally, by 2.7 one has: 
But by 2.5, this last expression is nonnegative. Thus (3) of 4.11 is proved. ,4t 
this point it has been proved that the families J and L satisfy 4.11, and thus, 
an I* function may be constructed. The remainder of the proof (all I* 
functions are derived this way) will not be given here. Q.E.D. 
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